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INTRODUCTION

Osteoarthritis is probably the most common disease of  
joints in adults throughout the world.1 With the increasing 
life expectancy and change in lifestyle, the prevalence of  
osteoarthritis is increasing substantially with a hundred 
percent increase in prevalence of  new osteoarthritis since 
the mid-20th century.2 Knee OA accounts for more than 
80% of  the disease’s total burden and affects at least 19% 
of  American adults age equal to or more than 45 years.3 
Systematic data regarding the prevalence is available from 
Western countries like United States where it has been 
estimated to effect 20 billion people with prevalence greater 

than 60% in subjects older than 70 years.4 Community 
survey data in rural and urban areas of  India shows the 
prevalence to be in the range of  17 to 60.6 percent.5,6

Osteoarthritis is degenerative disorder that is progressive 
in nature. It is characterized by functional impairment of  
the cartilage, subchondral bone changes and osteophyte 
formation in the absence of  autoimmune or anti-
inflammatory mechanism.7

It is assumed that the genetic changes affecting the synthesis 
of  cartilage might have a role to play in the development of  
primary osteoarthritis. The risk of  developing osteoarthritis 
depends upon interplay of  both systematic and local factors. 
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Local factors are most commonly biochemical in nature and 
adversely affect the forces applied to the joint.8 Osteoarthritis 
is a multifactorial disease and many factors have been 
implicated in etiology like obesity and metabolic disease, 
age, sex, ethnicity and race, genetics, sex, nutrition, smoking, 
bone density and muscle function. Several systematic 
factors have also been associated; by making the joint 
more vulnerable to injury, by direct/indirect damage or by 
impairing process of  healing.9 Twin and family studies have 
estimated the heritable compound of  OA to be between 
50 and 65% with larger genetic influences for hand and hip 
osteoarthritis then for knee osteoarthritis. Use of  restriction 
fragment length polymorphisms within and around the 
type II collagen gene on chromosome 12 showed a linkage 
between this cartilage-specific gene and primary OA of  
knee.10,11 In a genome-wide association study, Kerkhof  
et al identified a novel locus involved in susceptibility for 
prevalence and progression of  OA, SNP rs3815148 close 
to the GPR22 gene, in the largest association analysis in the 
genetics of  Osteoarthritis till date. They included 14,938 
osteoarthritis cases and approximately 39,000 controls. They 
reported that the C allele of  rs3815 148 on chromosomes 
7q22 was associated with 1.14-fold increased prevalence 
of  knee and hand OA and also with a 30% increased risk 
of  knee OA progression.12 Several studies also found that 
there is an inverse relationship between generalized joint 
hyper mobility, a lone benign trait, with osteoarthritis of  
hand and knee and serum cartilage oligometric Matrix 
protein levels.13,14

Keeping in view the significance of  genetic factors in 
development of  primary osteoarthritis, a number of  genome 
wide association studies (GWAS) have attempted to seek 
the relationship between genetic changes and osteoarthritis. 
It has been demonstrated in these studies that single 
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in various genes are 
related to an increased risk of  knee osteoarthritis including 
collagen genes ( COL1A1,COL2A1,COL9A1,COL11A2) 
1 interleukin 1 receptor(IL1R), transforming growth 
factor ( TGFB 1) cartilage Matrix protein 1(CMP1), 
tissue in a beta of  metalloproteinase 3 insulin like growth 
factor 1 bone morphogenetic protein(BMP), vitamin D 
receptor(VDR)  aggrecan 1 (AGF1) ,secreted frizzled 
related protein3 (FRZB), growth differentiating factor 
5(GDF5) and cyclooxygenase 2(COX-2). Over the years 
those genetic studies have proved that degenerative 
osteoarthritis has a strong genetic component. Still the 
genetic role is complex, as it does not follow the typical 
mendelian inheritance. Interplay and role of  multiple gene 
i.e. Polygenic inheritance have been supported by various 
studies vis a vis a single gene.15,16

Cartilaginous tissues contain a considerable amount 
of  MATN-3 protein, which plays a vital role in the 

configuration of  the collagen (collagen IX)-dependent 
network, linking cells together, and the collagen-
independent peri-cellular network.17 Klat Mutations 
in MATN-3 have been found to be associated with 
etiopathogenesis of  many disorders, namely dysplastic 
disorders including hereditary multiple epiphyseal 
dysplasia and spondyloepimetaphyseal dysplasia, and make 
population susceptible to develop OA.18,19

It has been shown that single nucleotide polymorphism 
of  MATN-3 gene is associated with primary osteoarthritis 
in patients with different ethnicities. Although Indian 
population has high prevalence of  OA knee still genetic 
studies for OA in Indian perspective are scarce and 
likewise there had been no scientific and critical review 
of  published studies exploring association of  matrilin 
gene 3 in osteoarthritis knee. Therefore, the present 
critical review was carried out to appraise the association 
between multilink 3 gene polymorphism and primary knee 
osteoarthritis by critically reviewing the published literature.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

This systematic review was reported according to the 
preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-
analyses (PRISMA) guidelines. All analyses were based on 
previous published studies; thus, no ethical approval and 
patient consent are required.

We searched PubMed /Medline, Scopus, EBSCO, HMIC, 
Embase, Hinari and Cochrane databases using keywords 
“matrilin gene 3 in osteoarthritis knee”, “genetics in 
osteoarthritis knee” and “Mat-gene3”.Key words for 
the search were those which would retrieve articles 
evaluating the association of  matrilin gene 3 associations 
in osteoarthritis knee. Additionally, we searched Google 
and Google scholar data base. Our search retrieved various 
articles, exploring association of  matrilin-3 gene with 
osteoarthritis of  knee published between January 01, 1980, 
and April 2020, in English language. The meta-analysis, 
review articles, case reports and letter to editors were 
excluded from this review. The matrilin gene was broadest 
term which yielded 370 results, while matrilin gene in 
osteoarthritis produced 75 results. The narrower term in 
hierarchy, matrilin gene 3 in osteoarthritis produced only 
7 results proving our notion and primary vision right that 
genetic studies have yet to make a quantitative exploration 
in osteoarthritis knee. All 7 articles were thoroughly read 
and only those articles that were associated with genetic 
analysis of  matrilin 3 gene with Osteoarthritis knee were 
included for review. The references of  these articles were 
also manually searched for any missing article. One more 
article in Google search was found as that journal was not 
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PubMed indexed but on brighter note it was an study done 
on Indian population.20 This third article is most recent, 
had Indian cohort and gave our review an ethnically wider 
population base to review the association of  matrilin 3 in 
osteoarthritis knee.

PRISMA flow chart

RESULTS

All 3 relevant studies matched in study type and level 
of  evidence as all 3 were case control studies (level of  
evidence-3) conducted in 3 part of  globe at different time 
frames Independent of  each other.

Study subjects
First study in Chinese Han population recruited a total of  
420 patients with OA (216 women and 204 men) and 312 
healthy controls (156 women and 156 men). This study, 
unlike other 2 studies described infra, recruited patients 
with lumbar OA, hand OA and cervical OA too. Among 
all patients, 108 patients with knee OA were in the age 
ranged from 40 to 79 with a mean age of  60.22 ± 6.21 Study 
Duration was 2005 to September 2009and site of  study was 
Harbin Medical University, Heilongjiang, Harbin, China.

The Egyptian and Indian case-control study included 50 
primary knee OA patients (Group I) fulfilling the American 
College of  Rheumatology (ACR) classification criteria of  
knee OA22 who attended Benha University hospital and 
ELMC Lucknow hospital Uttar Pradesh, India respectively, 
together with 50 age and sex-matched apparently healthy 
controls (Group II) with no symptoms or signs on clinical 
examination or radiographic changes indicative of  knee 
OA or other joint disease.20,23 Our interesting observation 

was that Indian study seems to draw its inspiration from 
Egyptian therefore patient cohort, methodology, criterion 
for inclusion /exclusion seem to mirror each other. Both 
studies excluded the patient having isolated patello-femoral 
OA; secondary OA due to trauma or deformity; metabolic 
disorders such as diabetes mellitus, thyroid disorders, or 
Cushing syndrome; or renal failure or were undergoing 
dialysis; infectious disorders such as septic arthritis, viral 
arthritis, or fungal arthritis; ,inflammatory arthritis such 
as rheumatoid arthritis, systematic lupus erythematosus, 
and sero-negative arthritis; malignancy; bilateral knee 
replacements; or relatives included in the study.

Egyptian study duration was the period from February 
2015 to May 2015 while Indian study took place between 
November 2017 to October 2019.Mean age of  Indian 
study group was (59.6 & 60 for case and control) while in 
Egyptian group it was (60.36 &58.48 for case and control). 
Hence age group of  patients was comparable in all 3 
studies. The Kellgren-Lawrence grading was used to assess 
disease severity reflecting on radiographs in all 3 studies. 
Radiographic findings of  OA were classified into mild 
(Kellgren-Lawrence grade 1 or 2) and severe (Kellgren-
Lawrence grade 3 or 4).24 The functional or symptomatic 
statuses of  OA patients were classified as functionally or 
symptomatically good (Lequesne’s functional index = 10) 
and poor (Lequesne’s functional index > 10).25

Analysis of MAT-3 gene polymorphism 
Blood samples from patients and controls were collected 
by Vacutainer tubes and were transferred to EDTA tubes. 
DNA was extracted from the peripheral blood leucocytes 
by standard phenol/chloroform extraction techniques and 
precipitation with ethanol.

MATN3 Genotyping
Genotyping of  MATN3 SNP6 was assayed with 
the polymerase chain reaction restriction fragment 
length polymorphism (PCR-RFLP) was employed for 
genotyping of  candidate gene MATN3SPN6 .The 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was conducted in a 
reaction volume of  25 μL with 10 ng genomic DNA, 
10 × PCR buffer, 100 μMdNTPs, 5 pmol of  each 
primer, and 0.5 unit of  Taq polymerase (Neurotics 
Inc., Seoul, Republic of  Korea). “The PCR primers 
5′-GGACAGGATCCCACAAAAAG-3′ was used as forward 
primer and 5′-GAAAGAGGGGCTACAACAGG-3′ was 
used as reverse primer.”

Steps of  amplification included 35 cycles consisting of  
1 min of  denaturation at 95°C , one  min of  annealing 
at 61°C, 1 min of  extension at 72°C with an initial 
denaturation step of  10 min at 95°C, and a final extension 
of  10 min at 72°C in a thermo cycler (Techne, TC-312, UK). 
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The resultant PCR showed single fragment at 501 bp. 10 μL 
of  501-bp product were then digested with restriction 
enzyme (NEB-R0635S) at 37°C for 10 h. Digestion 
products were visualized on a 3% agarose gel containing 
ethidium bromide. The RFLPs were coded as Bb, where 
the uppercase letter signifies the absence of  the restriction 
site and the lowercase letter signifies the presence of  the 
site. Wild-type genotype (CC) which coded as bb produced 
double band at 149 and 352 bp, heterozygote (CN) which 
coded as Bb produced three bands at 501, 149 and 352 bp, 
and homozygote polymorphic genotype (NN) which coded 
as BB produced only one band at 501 bp.

Analytical statistics
All three studies employed same statistical methods hence 
were comparable. All statistical analyses were performed with 
SPSS version 15.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

In statistical comparison between different groups, the 
statistical significance was defined as p≤0.05 (*), while a 
p-value of  >0.05 was insignificant. A p-value of  <0.001 
was considered highly significant (**). In the studied 
groups, the representativeness of  alleles and genotypes 
was estimated by the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) 
by comparing the observed and expected frequencies of  
genetic variants. Logistic regression analysis was applied to 
examine association between SNP variants and the risk of  
OA. The differences in genotype and allele distributions 
were analyzed by the chi-square (χ2) test and represented 
by odds ratios (ORs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs). 
A p-value of  <0.05 was considered statistically significant 
at a confidence interval (CI) of  95%.

Results
Chinese study suggested that the investigated polymorphism 
in the MATN3 gene might play a role in osteoarthritis in 
the Han population. Further study with a larger population 
size remains to be conducted for a definitive affirmation of  
correlates of  MATN3 gene polymorphism in osteoarthritis 
patients. Gu et al studied on 732 OA cases with a mean 
age of  57.4± 9.5 years from china and revealed that the 
B\B genotype increased the risk of  OA (OR=1.724, 
95% CI=1.071-2.770; p=0.025) especially knee OA.21 
Additionally, they stated B allele might have associated 
with increased knee OA (OR=3.143, 95% CI=2.283-4.328; 
p=0.000) compared with control subjects. 

The Egyptian study revealed more severe knee OA 
patients with the B\b genotype, while patients with the 
b\b genotype showed less severe disability and radiological 
severity than those with the B\b genotype.23 Patients 
with the B\B genotype had the least disability, and their 
radiological findings were the mildest. This means that 
patients with the B\b genotype had worse clinical and 

radiological findings than other those with the B\B and b\b 
genotypes. In conclusion, the investigated polymorphism in 
the MATN-3 gene may reflect the risk and severity of  knee 
OA in the Egyptian population, particularly with the B\b 
genotype. They Postulated that prevalence of  B\b genotype 
(p=0.046) and b allele (p= 0.042) was more evident in OA 
patients with a high risk of  OA development. Patients 
with the B\b genotype had poorer clinical and radiological 
scores than those with B\B and b\b genotypes. This 
dilemma regarding outcome variation may be explained 
by ethnic differences related to geographic distribution.

Notably, genotype and allele frequency were not significantly 
associated with the severity of  the disease in the Indian 
population.20 One of  the reasons behind these observations 
could be the small sample size involved in the study. Another 
reason as per the researcher “may be already the existence of  
MATN3 gene mutation in the Indian population, which is 
vindicated by us unable to find any association of  MATN-
3 with primary knee OA”. In the Indian study, HWE was 
estimated for Indian genotypes for both cases and controls. 
According to HWE theorem, allele and genotype frequencies 
in a population will remain constant from generation to 
generation in the absence of  other evolutionary influences 
include mutation genetic shift genetic drift, mate choice, 
assortative mating, natural or sexual selection etc.

DISCUSSION

Osteoarthritis is most common form of  arthritis.13% of  
female and 10% of  male populations older than 60 years 
have symptoms of  osteoarthritis of  knee.1 The proportion 
of  population with symptomatic knee arthritis is likely 
to increase due to the combination of  aging and obesity. 
osteoarthritis of  Knee has more significance then important 
not only for its high prevalence rate compared with other 
types of  OA primary because of  its high prevalence but 
also for its increasing incidence and diagnosis in younger 
age group. The incidence of  knee OA increases by age and 
further increase with longer lifetime and higher average 
weight of  the population.2 Pain and other associated 
disabilities of  OA have a profound effect on quality of  life 
affecting activity of  daily living and affecting both physical 
and psychological wellbeing. Knee OA is not a localized 
disease of  cartilage alone but is considered as a chronic 
disease of  the whole joint that can result from multiple 
pathophysiological mechanisms. It is painful and disabling 
disease that affects patient’s world over.7

Genetic association studies have located 21 independent 
susceptibility loci for osteoarthritis. Primary focus of  
these studies have been focused on hip, knee and hand 
osteoarthritis, as well as post total joint arthroplasty 
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patients.26 The role of  MATN3 in cartilage homeostasis 
has been amply demonstrated by researchers who found 
that functional knockout of  MATN3 in mice can lead to 
premature hypertrophy of  articular chondrocytes which 
could be instrumental in development of  osteoarthritis in 
adult mice.27 Belluoccio et al found that the matrix MATN-
3 molecule was present in every cartilage type. Their 
experimental cell culture demonstrated that MATN-3 could 
be a representative and harbinger of  state of  differentiation 
of  cells obtained from the articular cartilage cells.28

Historical evidence from the published English literature 
fished out by us in favor of  the role of  MATN-3 in OA are 
summarized in Table 1 and, in a simple and straightway, it 
cannot be overemphasized that MATN-3 is an important 
gene in the skeletal development and its mutation 
make population vulnerable to develop degenerative 
Osteoarthritis. 

There are several limitations in our systematic review. 
Firstly, the number of  studies in literature for the topic 
has been less hence reducing sample size. In addition, 
the Chinese study also included osteoarthritis other than 
knees. This might weaken the strength of  our findings.21 
Secondly, we did not undertake a subgroup analysis of  
different study groups (Case and Control of  all three 

studies.). Furthermore, not all the studies included large 
geographical population thus limiting genetic analysis in a 
small geographic area of  the countries, which also reduces 
the power of  our research. All 3 studies incidentally involve 
northeast area of  the country (china, Egypt and India).20-23

To conclude, two among three studies has amply proven 
association of  OA Knee and matrilin gene 3.20,21 The thirds 
Indian studies could not found that association but the 
third study was smaller in sample size and study duration 
.The other explanation to this different conclusion of  
Indian study could be the difference in ethnicity too.23 On 
that account of  geographical location, all three studies 
have uncanny similarities of  belonging to north east area 
of  respective countries. To finally accept or refute this 
association between matrilin-3 gene and osteoarthritis 
in Indian population, larger sample based multicentric 
study could be the final answer and till then proverbial 
jury is still out. As of  now, first study from the country 
have concluded that no association could be established. 
Identifying these correlations could actually pave the way 
for future studies in genetics in osteoarthritis and usher 
new era in arthritis research. Identifying genetic loci and 
subsequent cure for osteoarthritis could be a farfetched 
dream today but continuous research and relentless 

Table 1: Published literature on matrilin Gene—
Klatt et al., 2009b (29) The role of MATN-3 as a matrix degradation regulator

in human cartilage is crucial and potent MATN-3-
dependent induction of the pro-inflammatory cytokines
TNFa, IL-1b, IL-6, and IL-8, which are up-regulated in
OA. These pro-inflammatory cytokines boost the
process of inflammation and induce different matrix-
degrading enzymes, are therefore vital regulators of
cartilage degradation. Apart from these attributes,
MATN-3 induces iNOS and COX-2 gene; both are
involved in the pathogenesis of OA, in cartilage. At last,
MATN-3 induces the expression of MMP1, MMP3, and
MMP13 in PHCs, which implies that MATN-3 acts as
an intermediary and regulate ECM degradation.

Vincourt et al., 2008  (28) and Klatt et al., 2009b (29) In vitro characterization of MATN-3identified anti-
anabolic and pro-catabolic functions, suggesting that it
may actively participate in OA by an unknown
mechanism.

Vincourt et al., 2012 (30) Revealed higher levels of MATN-3 in both the serum
and synovial fluid of OA patients.

Jayasuriya et al., 2012 (31) MATN-3 plays not only a structural role in cartilage
ECM, but also a regulatory role in cartilage homeostasis
due to its capacity to induce IL-1Ra, to up regulate gene
expression of the major cartilage matrix components,
and to down regulate the expression of OA-associated
matrix-degrading proteinases in chondrocytes.

Minafra et al., 2014 (32) Potential statistically significant associations of
polymorphisms in the foremost OA susceptibility genes
including, GDF5 rs143383 & DVWA rs11718863 genes
and KL grading was hypothesized. The DVWA
rs11718863 gene had a predictive role in OA
progression, as associated with a more severe
Radiographic grade.
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innovation will certainly go a long way in achieving that 
dream. In 1970s when Insall and Ranawat first introduced 
low friction knee prototype design, it opened the flood 
gate and sophisticated implant, improved technology 
and graduated surgical skills gradually developed in last 
50 years. The Journey was never smooth and by their own 
admission, their Interest in knee arthroplasty began with 
the introduction of  the MacIntosh hemi arthroplasty at the 
hospital for specialty surgery by Dr. Lee Ramsey Straub in 
1968.29 They soon realized that the quality of  arthroplasty, 
although better than any other intervention during those 
times, still was a compromise and complete pain relief  and 
excellent functional outcome was not obtained .30 Journey 
from that less than impressive start had come a long way 
and modern day implant design &armamentarium are 
offering a survivorship of  22 years as per various registry 
data.31,32 Likewise we conclude that Genetic association 
studies with more collaboration among various research 
groups could find a breakthrough sooner or later to find a 
cure at genetic level for this multifactorial disorder and thus 
improve quality of  life for many individuals. In the end we 
argue that these clinical genetic studies and their possible 
implication in cure of  OA are the need of  hour and shall 
be extensively funded. Knee salvage and keeping a natural 
knee alive is superior alternate any day than replacing it with 
best possible artificial metal or polyethylene components.
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